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grants.
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telling one of Rich Prehn showing the courage of his convictions
in his decision to shut down the -men-only Otter Creek Chowder and
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This is the tape of an oral history interview of Dr. Thomas Roderick, given as
part of the Jackson Laboratory Oral History Project, sponsored by the Acadia
Institute.

This interview was held on September 4th, 1986, at the Jackson

Laboratory, in Bar Harbor, Maine.

The interviewer was Dr. Susan E. Mehrtens.

SM:

How about I start by asking you when or how you came to be at Jax?

TR:

\lell, I think I could start with an even earlier question, which leads

into it a little bit and that is how I first heard about the Laboratory.
was a high school student in 1947.

I

One night in our Grand Rapids press, of

all things, the front page, headlines about fires in Maine and the Jackson
Laboratory was mentioned on the front page of that paper, "Laboratory Burns in
Maine".

I could remember, at the dinner table, my Dad and me talking about it

and what a loss these things are, .these tragic losses, due to fire.

I'm sure

my father, a University of Michigan graduate--no doubt said to me, Clarence
Cook Little, former President of the University was associated with the
Laboratory and that must have made it a little more noticeable to me, and kept
it in my memory.
SM:

I see, never thinking you'd ever work here.

TR:

Never dreaming of it, because I wasn't interested in biology.

SM:

Oh no!

TR:

I had no interest in it.

Now that's interesting.
I did, one summer, become an orderly in a

hospital, to tryout the idea of an interest in medicine, that summer, was
totally with bedpans.

So I thought that's what medical things were, and a lot

of it was.
SM:

Yes, not far wrong.

TR:

I went to Ann Arbor, University of Michigan, knew more about C.C. Little,

who was President there only a few years.

There was a question why a

President of a University stays a long time or

1

wh~

does a person stay a short

time.

About all I knew about C.C. Little, except for the fact that there was

a great big portrait of him in the Men's Student Union was that he left under
a cloud.

He left Ann Arbor and went to Maine.

the Jackson Laboratory.

I did sort of tie it up with

I got my degree in philosophy at Ann Arbor, but for

some time was getting interested in genetics, for reasons I don't quite
understand.

There was a professor there who also had this philosophy and

genetics background, Dr. David Nanney, now of University of Illinois.

I

started taking courses with him in genetics and the next year, I got another
bachelor's degree in Zoology.

The University said I ought to have it because,.

if you're going on, you'll need the science degree.
California for the genetics graduate program.

Then I went to Berkeley,

I become more knowledgeable

about the Jackson Laboratory, of course, immediately because I was in
mammalian genetics, and there are very few universities that offer programs in
mammalian genetics.

I had read about the work of George Snell and his elegant

way of genetically sorting and defining the different histocompatibility genes
by repeated crosses and testing.

I knew about the work of Earl Green, but

that wasn't in connection with the Jackson Laboratory, because he hadn't
arrived there yet.
traits.

He did some work on certain continuous traits and skeletal

Curt Stern, an experimental and human geneticist of great retnown,

whom I took several courses from and was close to asked me if I knew Earl
Green.

I said, "No" and he said, "VeIl, Green was inquiring about various

people in genetics and wondering at what level certain people in the
University were".

I think he had just at that time moved to the Jackson

Laboratory, as Director, and was looking for potential recruits to join the
staff.

Then, a year or so later, Earl Green sent me a letter and asked me if

I'd be interested in exploring coming to the Jackson Laboratory and working
with him actually.

That •.. was very interesting.
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He had an interesting

thought, and I have the feeling C.C. Little did the same thing possibly, and
that is, to bring a new young staff member in--and have him work under the
program of a funded scientist, grant funded scientist for a period of time.
They would collaborate and the younger member of the staff would ultimately
either stay at the Lab or not, but he would develop his own program and get
his own funding.

But there was initially a little apprenticeship like that

and that's the mode in which I came, and the mode in which several others
came.

I think it was a very effective idea.

fellowship, and yet leading to something.

In a way, it was a post-doctoral

Today we nearly expect our young

staff candidates to have a grant to bring with them or get one soon and that's
a lot to ask.
was very

The mentorship, which can be extremely important, in my case

sat~sfactory.

Earl Green. was a marvelous mentor, not only to me but

to several others who went through the same thing, and so we developed some
good collaboration for which--well, I'm still very fond of those memories of
that time.

That was a good formative period for me.

I had a couple of other

opportunities I was considering while a graduate student but my major
professor at Berkeley, Everett Dempster, said, "VeIl, Jackson Laboratory will
be harder to stay at, but it's interesting,"

He said, "It'll be harder to

stay at the Jackson Laboratory," meaning, to make your way here will be
tougher.

I don't know how he knew that, but surely it was true.

Ve're all

on--well, our salaries are on grants and so we have to get those grants.
Anyway, so he said the challenge would be greater and he thought more
exciting, I never thought I'd stay here for this long.
two or three years and move on.

I thought it would be

I still would like to be more in a university

environment to some extent, because I think teaching is something at least
some of the time we all really should do, for our own benefit, and I really
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enjoy it, and we don't have that opportunity here except to teach part-time
perhaps at the University of Maine, or College of the Atlantic.
One interesting thing happened to me shortly after I got here.

I got a call

from Detroit, a very close friend of mine who was a fraternity brother in Ann
Arbor, Pete Grylls.

He said, "My first cousin", his first cousin was also a

close friend of mine, as a fraternity brother, Jack Bingham--Howard Bradbury
Bingham.

Jack had died of cancer, when he was a sophomore at Ann Arbor.

Peter said, "Did you know that Jack was a grandson of Roscoe B. Jackson?"
I said, "I never dreamed it."

He said, "VeIl, that's true."

several pieces fit together.

Jackson.

And then,

Jack's nickname probably from "Jackson," was

from his mother'S maiden name.
family, I remembered now, at

And

I had met 'her and other members of the Jackson

Jack'~

funeral in Detroit.

Pete Grylls was not a

He was related through the Bingham side of the family--but Pete

Grylls and Bob Kanzler and Jack Bingham--all semi-cousins in a way because
they were all related in somewhat different ways spent several summers up here
together.

Pete had many fond memories of course, I talked to Bob Kanzler

after that, of their several summers on Mt. Desert Island as young men.
SM:

Had you been in Maine before this?

TR:

Never.

SM:

You'd never been in Maine.

TR:

VeIl, my mother tells me that I has here in utero when my parents came up

I see.

here on vacation, so maybe I was coming home (laughter) ... trip up here once in
my most formative days (laughter).

Then, I told the story about Jack Bingham

to Earl Green and he said, "I think we might speak to Mrs. O'Brien.
O'Brien was the widow of Roscoe B. Jackson.

Mrs.

After Jackson's death, she

married John O'Brien, who was •.. called "Cap" O'Brien, as I remember.

I met

him a couple of times, Mrs. O'Brien was at all the Annual Meetings, of course,
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and at one of these, Earl and I met her out at the back parking lot.

Earl and

I were at leisure, walking around, and in Earl's very friendly and formal way,
stopped Mrs. O'Brien and said, "I would like to introduce to you someone who
may be of interest to you, a friend of your grandson Jack.
explain to Mrs. O'Brien your connection?"

So Tom, would you

I did and we both thought there

would be some kind of warmth from that and maybe some value to her, in
expressing this, but unfortunately, it created quite the opposite:

She

scowled, looked down, and after I'd finished telling, she said, "Isn't it
ironic for all the money we put into cancer research, that my grandson should.
die of it?"

And it left a kind of bitter taste, but you can understand it so

easily from her point of view, and that was about the end of our conversation.
I knew her other grandson, Dick Bingham, the brother of Jack, whose
whereabouts today I don't know.
SM:

Yes.

It's a very small world.

SM:

So you worked under Earl, or with Earl, initially.

TR:

Yes.

SM:

And he was then Director.

TR:

He was Director, but he spent, at that time, about a third of his time in

administration, about two-thirds of his time in research.

And he was very

careful to delineate the times, the times in each of those compartments.

He

said to me once, "It's a lot easier to do administration than research" ... so
he had an administrative office and a research office, so he could clearly
delineate those two functions.

He'd go to his research office and that's

where he said the hard work took place.

He'd go to his administrative office

and you know--papers in and papers out.

And he said, "It's insidious because

you think you're getting more done up there."

So, and he did.

scientist, and wrote grant applications like all the
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res~

He was a

of us did, and got

his scientific portion of his salary on the grant, and did that for many
years.

I think up until maybe the last five or six years of his Directorship,

when the administrative duties became overwhelming, he slowly curtailed the
research aspect, although he always was in the mouse room, as I remember,
every Vednesday morning--always doing research of one kind or another, keeping
in touch with it all, which--I think is very important for a Director to do.
SM:

Right.

Vhy do you think that he'd gradually had to shift?

last five years he seemed to do more administrative work.

You said the

Vas the Lab getting

bigger?
TR:

•

Yes, and the administrative duties were becoming more complex.

Among his

administrative duties was reading every grant application that went out.

I'm

sure--almost sure--he read every manuscript that was sent out for publication.
He knew intimately all aspects of that, and that was increasing as well.

All

the rigamarole of submitting an NIH grant were becoming more formal and more
bureaucratic, and I think he had to attend to these things, and our position
in the world, with out tax challenges, and all of these things--took much,
much more time, and although he didn't stop his research entirely, he started
to spend a lot more of his time, by necessity, in that area.
SM:

Did he ever grumble about that?

TR:

He never did outwardly to me, because I think he always was enjoying some

part of it.

No, I don't think he ever did grumble.

of exasperation over special situations.

There were several times

I think he thought of it as--he had

a tremendous, and still has, identification with this place.

I suppose C.C.

Little felt the same way, although I'm not sure, but I think Green.

He always

was thinking about the Lab, and the people in it.
SM:

Now, how long did you work closely with him, because, at some point, you

went off on your own?
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TR:

That's the proper thing to become independent and he told me that right

off.

VeIl, let's see--I think we were still doing some research together in

1970, so that was a period of about twelve years, and then he went a little in
another direction and I went in a slightly different direction, with a new
grant, which he was certainly part of developing the concepts for.

Then, it

was somewhat independent although we both remained interested in the same
general things.
SM:

Twelve years you worked together.

Are any experiments, incidents or

circumstances memorable in that time?
TR:

Oh, Earl Green is a fantastic teacher.

gets up and talks to you.

You can't help but learn if he

He's really marvelous, but on the person-to-person

basis, too, he's also very good.

~f

at first you don't understand, there's

just no way you can't understand when he's finished with you.

In learning the

mouse room ropes, he was very, very firm in the way he wanted the mouse room
run and he had good reasons for everything he did, and that was quite an
experience for all of us.
Ed Les and myself.

At that time in Earl's lab there was Don Doolittle,

Ed Les is still on the staff.

Earl and the three of us,

were a group that were working on these projects some independently, some
together.

So we were all learning.

a mouse getting on the floor.

Anyway, there were memorable times about

Earl said whenever that happened, the person

who drops the mouse on the floor must say, "Mouse loose!"

And then everyone

must stop what they're doing and find that mouse, because there were several
things that could happen.

One--you really want that mouse back.

It's

important to you, but as important is that it can carry contagion from the
floor throughout that colony, up back on to the racks, up across the tops of
the cages.

Even the mouse changers in the room would drop everything--

everybody--it is funny to see half the room down on their hands and knees,
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saying "I think he's coming your way.

No, he's coming--".

Anyway, we still

do that in my mouse room and I don't know how many others do, but it's really
important, because of the possibility of a mouse carrying infection creating
other mischief, where you're so concerned about cleanliness of the
experimental animals and also the genetic purity of the animals.
SM:

It would be a very amusing scene, though, to see grown people down on

their hands and knees.
TR:

VeIl, not only that, but walking on their hands and knees, reaching under

the racks, yelling at each other, "He's coming your way!

I missed him!

He's

coming back your way!"
SM:

So very different from the pictures we're given by people like Tibby and

George of the Lab in the '30's and early '40's, when they would play with the
mice and have mouse races in the corridors and mouse contests on lazy-susan
tables and this sort of stuff.
TR:

I think by the time Earl came, that would have been quite frowned upon.

Ve had a lot of problems with certain types of infections at the Lab, and Earl
Green--one of his major contributions, one of his first major contributions
was cleaning the Lab up, •.. he brought in Varren Hoag.
veterinarian.

He just died recently.

Varren Hoag was a

He came here to run the production

department, Animal Resources, but was also our chief veterinarian.

The main

idea of his coming on to the staff was to clean up the place, because you
can't do good experiments if half your animals die.
experimental "noise."

That's "noise."

That's

So it's intolerable and furthermore, it's inhumane.

remember whenever we had sick mice down in the mouse room, they were killed
off right away, humanely.
disease.

Then slowly but surely we worked ourselves out of

Ve were in the radiobiology building---that building out in back,

the wooden building, now virus-leukemia building.
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It was one of the first

I

clean mouse rooms in the Lab, under Earl's direction.

It set the stage.

And

shortly thereafter, the rest of the Lab started to clean up and now we're
basically free of these terrible mouse perennial problems that a lot of
Laboratories still have.

And that's another reason we have such a terribly

strong, strict quarantine program for bringing animals in, so we aren't
reinfected.

So Earl's wisdom there paid off enormously.

a while to convince all staff members of new ways.

It was very hard for

One person who was very

hard to convince on this account was Bill Murray, highly respected, fine
gentleman.

Bill wanted to keep the old wooden boxes but it was clear that

wooden boxes harbored disease, whereas stainless steel or the plastic cages
were easier to clean, and rounded surfaces, were better.
SM:

Do you remember other incidents of this time, or other anecdotes?

TR:

About Earl?

SM:

Anything--your research.

TR:

Another person who was very close in that period was John Storer.

Storer was a radiobiologist, and an M.D.

He and Ed Murphy were the only

M.D.'s at the Lab at that time, on the staff.
originally.

John

Storer came from Maine

In fact, his family roots are right on this island:

His great-

great-grandfather is buried out by Anemone Cave, in the cemetery on the old
Lynam farm.

But John and one brother were the first in the family to go on to

higher degrees and got M.D.'s.

John continued in research, went to Los

Alamos, he was involved in the Manhattan Project, mainly in understanding the
effects of radiation.

He went to Los Alamos and Earl Green hireJ him to head

that kind of program here in Bar Harbor.

He was in this building with us, so

I became associated with him, and did some collaborative research with him.
would say he and Earl Green were my two most important mentors, to start my
development off, which I remember with great fondness and personal pleasure.
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I

John Storer just retired.

He went on to become Director of Oak Ridge National

Laboratory's Biology Division, and I understand he's just retired as a staff
member there.

His grandfather--it's interesting, Jones Tracy, his mother's

father, owned the property that the high school now is on, and when the high
school was being built, Dale Foley had to negotiate with John's aunt to
finally get the last bit of property into the hands which I think was bought
by the Rockfellers to provide land to the new high school.

I should also

mention another person I think was very important in the development of the
Laboratory, and that's Dale Foley.

Dale Foley was not trained in science.

He

was--I think when he came to the Laboratory, and he came under C.C. Little, he
was a clerk or bookkeeper of some kind.

And when I came here he was managing

the Business Office of the Jackson.Laboratory.

He had a lot of authority on

what was spent and what wasn't spent, and what amazed me almost at the outset
was his ability to understand the needs of scientific-type programs.
doesn't come easily.

Some of these needs are bizarre to the outsider.

day I asked him how he came about it.
respect.

This
One

It seems to me he was unusual in this

He almost always found a way to get it done for you and that's very

unusual in a person who's had no scientific training--I think we miss that in
our Laboratory today, among other administrators, except for one.

Ve don't

have that feeling of facilitating the needs of the scientists as much as we
did under Foley.

But I asked Dale one time how he came about this

understanding and he said, "It wasn't easy."
community.

He was very active in the

He has a lot to do with the hospital and the building of the .high

school, so his influence in the community was enormous.

I don't think he was

ever adequately recognized, unfortunately, even at the Jackson Laboratory.
think only a few people recognized the enormous
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contribution he made.

I

•

As far as anecdotes go, of course, there are many anecdotes--there are always
anecdotes that you can tell about the Director.
brunt of a lot of that.

The Director is always the

I'm sure Earl Green would look back with a lot of

amusement now on some of the things that were perpetrated on him, but Earl had
a fairly formal way of reacting to almost everything.
amusing situations came out of that formal reaction.

I know a lot of the
One of the greatest

characters I'm sure you heard of from other people is Allen Salisbury.
SM:

Oh yes, I've interviewed him too.

TR:

Oh then, there's no sense in my trying to tell anything about him.

knowing him and seeing him.

He is unparalle'led.

anything about Merrill Bunker?
character at the Lab?

But another--have your heard

Tinker Bunker--with respect to being a

There are several good stories about him.

cytological research assistant.

Just·

He was a

When Allen Griffin died, I moved into Allen's

lab and in a way "inherited" Tinker as a research assistant, which was very
good, because Tinker was outstanding.
had no college education at all.
campground on the island.

He's published papers on his own and·

He has quit the Lab and is operating a

He's also a registered nurse professionally now.

But he was very competent, and he's also a tremendous character.

Did you talk

to Bill DeLaittre at all about any of his experiences with Tinker Bunker?
SM:

No, he didn't mention anything.

I have interviewed him but he didn't

mention Tinker at all.
TR:

Well, one of the funniest stories ... Bill DeLaittre was then a night

watchman.

He still works in the evening shifts and Don Liscomb was

other night watchman--both of them real neat guys.

there)~~

They would break regularly

6 o'clock every night and have their dinner together, and they'd bring their
lunch pails in.

Well, on one occasion Tinker Bunker saw their lunch pails

sitting there, I suppose, around 5:30 or so, and he carefully switched the
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contents between them, closed them up again, put them back and waited around
the corner until they started to eat.

You could hear them opening their boxes

and the first comment came from Don Liscomb, "YOY! I never got apple pie
before!"

And then there was a long pause.

had a roast beef sandwich.

Bill DeLaittre then said he never

I don't know how far they were into their dinners

before they finally figured out that they had been switched.
listening to all this and just beside himself, of course.
concerns the old elevator that's still out here.

Tinker was

Another story

It's run by a very primitive

controls and they used to stop the elevator at the correct place by lining up
a piece of tape on the elevator with a piece of tape on the wall.

Yell, so

Tinker Bunker took the piece of tape from the elevator and just put it down
about six inches.

And so, if people operated the elevator on all three

floors, they'd be up too high when they stopped it.

Others thought there was

something wrong with the elevator, and, of course, Tinker was having a great
old time with this, but I don't think he ever confessed it.

They brought out

the elevator maintenance company to correct it--anyway, that's the kind of
thing.
SM:

Oh my goodness!

It's funny.

Yhat did Earl Green--did-

TR:

VeIl, there was a confrontation between those two that was funny.

Earl

used to have his research office under the stairs, on the second floor.

It

was more or less behind the stairs, and so down the stairs, if it was
unusually loud or not, would reverberate in there, and Earl really wanted
silence.

George Vose's laugh and Tinker Bunker was very loud.

Anyway, one

day, Tinker, on the third floor, which was where our lab was, came bouncing
down the stairs--and he got about down to the first floor and Earl by that
time had come out of his office and said, "Tinker, come with me please.
back here, please."

Come

And, of course, you did anything Earl told you to do.
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He

took him up to the third floor, in hand, and then he guided him and said,
"Now, this is the way we do it."
everyone was looking at them.
story, but Tinker told me.
how it's done."

Down each step he took him, very quietly and

I understand ... I never heard Earl tell this

Each step they went down, he said, "See, that's

It was an amusing humiliation for Tinker.

stories I can think of.

Those are the best

There are a lot of characters around here.

SM:

I would think.

TR:

I've got some in my lab too (laughter).

SM:

Does the place breed characters?

Is it the sort of environment that

people feel free to be themselves and therefore their characters sort of come
out?
TR:

That's a good point.

I think it was much more that way in former times,

because there are still people who are--oh, there are lots of people with
senses of humor around, but I think, I don't know if you could point to
anybody anymore and say, "That person is a character" as you could with these
people.
here.

I don't know.

That's a good question.

There's a lot more formality

There's less now I think of a "family", partly because of the size,

although the staff size hasn't increased that much.

The overall employee size

is--well, perhaps .•• could nearly have doubled, I think, to over 500.
could be it, in part.

Ve don't all know each other anymore.

That

I don't know.

It's a good question how are characters born?
SM:

For what I have heard, I just got the feeling that the Lab environment

was such that the divlsity and very strong i~entity of individuals was more
"
cherished or encouraged or tolerated, maybe, than now.
TR:

That could well be.

SM:

And nobody can say--
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TR:

Ye don't foster individuality as much, or maybe we try to have less

problems with individuality.

Individuality, I think you're implying, creates

its own problems.
SM:

Yell, it can.

It can create personality clashes and you can have perhaps

some measure of inefficiency if people are playing practical jokes on each
other-TR:

Oh yes.

SM:

And there's a feeling--now I don't think it has to do, from what I've

been hearing from the tapes, with the Lab itself, as with the whole
of doing science in the mid and late '80's.

You know--the pressure of grants

and the shorter time periods in terms of funding.
for ten years now.

atmospher~

You now, you're not funded

You're not funaed for seven years now.

So there's more of

a time pressure involved ..
TR:

Yes, the pressures are certainly more severe, although it's hard to say.

There are more opportunities for diversity of funding as well.
used to be able to do things on a shoestring.

Somehow, you

I guess even prior to Earl

Green's coming, the Laboratory ran for many years on just "shoestrings",
without a lot of funding, during the Yar, the victory gardens--things like
that.

People weren't always paid.

It was a labor of love more than anything

else, in the hope that something might improve.
t&read
what some of them said about that period.
I

It will be very interested
Those were trying times in

the '30's, and during the Yar.
SM:

Indeed.

Yes, there was a tremendous sense of personal involvement and to

some extent, real commitment to C.C. Little as a sort of pater familias, of a
sort of extended family.
TR:

That's so true.

That wasn't true with Earl.

It was a different

atmosphere, but I think in a way, it was as effective, in certain ways.
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Little-and I knew him just briefly--was a very charismatic person, very
paternal person, a person you could rally around and he would lead the charge.
In fact, when the place burned down, shortly after the fire, he stood on the
side of a hill and had his picture taken with a pipe in his mouth.

It was

black all around him, and essentially said what MacArthur said, "I shall
return".

"Ve shall build again".

build again".

VeIl!

That thrilled people.

"Ve shall

The Lab, I've heard, could well be much better than it probably

would have been without that fire, even though the fire meant great cost,
disappointment and sorrow to the staff members who lost so much of their work.
Still the money, I guess, came in and the recognition of the Lab came by
Little's using that period as a way to build and build stronger.
used it very effectively.

He really

Earl--came along and I think the great complement

of those two was that he put it on an administrative basis, the Laboratory,
that was really very much needed.

There are anecdotes about Little's

administrative interests which would lead you to wonder how he ever wanted to
be an administrator.

One funny one--have you talked to Roy Stevens about how

he became a staff member?
SM:

I talked to Roy, but I don't think I recall that.

TR:

VeIl, he told me--I'm sure he wouldn't mind my saying this--that when he

came to the Lab, Little had said, "VeIl, you're going to be a member of the
research staff someday, when this probationary period will be over, and it
won't be very soon, but at any rate, you'll be a full-fledged member of the
staff".

According to Roy, three or four years went by and nothing happened,

so finally one day, he went to C.C. Little and said, "VeIl, Prexy I think you
told me some time ago that I'd be a member of the staff someday".
say that?"

"Yes".

"All right, you're a member of the staff".

"Oh, did I

(laughter)

It

was done sometimes in that very ad hoc manner--where with Earl Green, all the
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decisions were made with a significant amount of preparation.
was much more of a spontaneous person.
because of the times.

I think Little

Things could partly be done that way

Later on, of course, it couldn't be, with greater

responsibility.
SM:

That's right.

Any institution has to become an institution, at some

point, in terms of institutionalizing its procedures and all that.
TR:

Right.

Earl had a real knack for that.

a Professor of Zoology at Ohio State.
administrative knack.

I don't know where he got it as

He surely learned or he had an

Ve used to laugh at it a lot because we thought it was •

a little over formal, but everything he did had a lot of sense to it, made a
lot of sense.

He established a manual of policies and procedures and he made

us all keep copies of it in our office and add to it and update it.
laughed a lot about it, but that was a most useful thing to have.
exactly how to do things, all right there.
administrative detail.

Ve
It told you

He had a competent way of handling

He also said something which I'll never forget--it's

certainly something we must think about, and that is--he used to appoint
members of the scientific staff to various administrative positions.

For

example, he had an administrator for the training office, one for the research
office and one for the production

p~ogram.

He had what he called an Assistant

Director for Research, for Training and for Production, and these people would
be right in the line of command administratively.
as scientists, too.

They would still function

Then he also had scientists as supervisors of art and

photography, supervislY: of histotechnology, histotechnical service,
supervisors of this and that--all scientists would be in supervisory
capacities, and all of these ancillary service programs.

Ve complained about

the detail that we had to do and he said to us once at a staff meeting,
perhaps he said to me, "You may not like all that," but, he said, "the day
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that you don't have it, it's taken away from you, you'll see that you want it
very, very badly, because you'll have no say in the Lab."

And we don't have

that now and I think we're ailing for it in a real way.
SM:

Really?

TR:

Mostly, it's handled by people who are not scientists.

I think Earl was

right, and I think the Laboratory probably would function more smoothly as far
as the scientists are concerned if they did have direct authority and input.
SM:

Do they have the time today, though, in terms of this terrible grant

pressure?
TR:

Yell, most of us are committed in time to serve on committees .. a lot of

us take on extra responsibilities ... programs, so we do put ourselves to
appreciable amounts of time outside our lab work.

I don't know, it might not

work, but with less committee work, we might be able to spend more time in
supervisory capacities without putting scientists too much in control of all
details.

You don't want that either.

That's definitely not required.

SM:

Yhen did this change occur?

TR:

Yell, this was always Earl Green's point of view, Rich Prehn was here as

director so short a time, I really can't say.

Rich Prehn permitted staff

supervision to continue.
SM:

Yell, I've interviewed him--out.in California--and he looks on this, for

himself, as a very enlightening time, in helping him understand what he liked
to do and didn't like to do and he very much liked to do science and he liked
to give scienlific leadership to organizations, but he had no interest in
administration and ·the nuts and bolts stuff at all, and so, he tried to do as
little of it as possible, thinking that the Lab would sort of run itself,
which apparently it did not.
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.

TR:

There are a lot of good things you can say about Rich Prehn.

One of them

I really admired and this was true about Earl Green too, that you could always
walk right in their door, sit down and say, "I want to bend your ear about
something."

And you'd always be given the time of day.

If you did that, you

would get a decision from them almost immediately upon your leaving the room.
If you wanted to do something and there was a disagreement Earl Green
certainly would tell you so.
my decision.

I remember Rich Prehn saying "VeIl, that's just

You'll have to take it."

That's great, if you get just that

kind of thing, but it's harder to get things implemented now quickly.
extensive review and deliberation is for the best, who knows?
It's hard to be a judge.

Maybe

I don't know.

There is no experimental control.

SM:

But it can hurt morale if people feel frustrated.

TR:

VeIl, I think there is concern with things not getting done as fast as

we'd like them to.

There's more preparation, more committee work before major

things, or even minor things, are done now, with several people looking over
the decision, before a final decision is made.

But again, perhaps the

complexities of the times demand more input.
SM:

Vhen Earl retired, did you have a sense of why he retired?

articulate to you why he was doing that?
65, yes?
TR:

Did-he ever

It was a few years before he turned

He was not quite 65.

I was away temporarily during the two years just prior to his retirement

as Director, but, even at that time, the search was on for a new Director
becal3e he had already said that he was going to retire.

I thought when he

said that, that he might go back into the lab, but I guess he felt that he
couldn't do that.

I don't know.

with the way things were going.

I think he must have been more frustrated
It's hard for me to say.

I think he was less

happy in the last 3 or 4 years and I don't know the basis for it, but I
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certainly sensed it--all the frustrations on his part, but I didn't know the
cause of it.
SM:

Did the scientists at the Lab then try to define what they wanted in a

Director, in replacing him?
TR:

VeIl, as I remember, we appointed a couple members of our staff to the

Director's selection committee.

I'm not sure that happened for the time Rich

Prehn was appointed, but it certainly happened at the time Barbara Sanford was
appointed.

Jim Ebert was Chairman at the time and I remember going to see Jim

Ebert in Baltimore about the list of potential candidates.

I remember, he

pointed out Rich Prehn and said that was the one they were thinking very
strongly of.

~rim said find a good person and let him run with the ball.

Vhen

Rich resigned maybe the Trustees felt they wanted staff input as well, so then
on the next Director selection committee--I think there were two members of
the staff who were on that committee and took staff recommendations to them.
In fact, I think a number of members of the staff, including myself, actually
commented on the candidates in a formal letter to the committee.
asked, "Vhat do you think about these?"
about particular candidates.

Ve were

Ve made very definite statements

I believe that committee reported to the

Trustees of the Laboratory and the Trustees of the Laboratory as the governing
body make the decision on whom to invite as Director.
SM:

I ask about how Prehn and Sanford were selected because they seemed so

different from Earl Green, especially Rich Prehn.

He was just not interested

in administration, and Earl Green had done so much of that.

They were sort of

reacting to it.
TR:

It could be.

Earl's scientific work had tended to diminish proportional

to his administrative work.

It's just possible that the Trustees thought--I'm

just guessing now--thought it's time to bring in a person very active in
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science who's totally committed to the Lab and try that for a while.

And I

think that's what Rich Prehn was.
SM:

Is this realistic?

TR:

I don't think so, anymore.

in the lab for the Director.
to find the time.

Oh, I'd still hold out hope for a little time

I would hope the Director would want to do that,

terribly important, I think, to keep your hand in it,

It'~

to write a paper or two now and then, do a little laboratory work, go to some
meetings.
SM:

But it is hard to do both.

Do you think the Lab is under some institutional re-examination or

redefinition of itself?

In the sense--I'm thinking now of its bringing in

these new young molecular genetics people.
TR:

How is the Lab going to evolve?

Yell, I think these five or sp young people we've brought in are really

outstanding young scientists, as well as great individuals.

Yhat we need to

do now, I think, is to complement that with a couple of people in certain
areas, particularly in embryology.
twenty per cent per year.

Roy Stevens is retiring slowly, gradually,

His expertise is terribly needed.

For example as

we produce transgenic mice we will want to follow the expression through
embryogenesis.

Ye're producing lethals and in the work I'm doing, we need

someone desperately, to collaborate with closely on site, for studying the
timing of the lethality.

The molecular technology is so penetrating that

major advances are coming quickly.

I'm making a guess that maybe ten or

fifteen years after we know a great deal about the structure of genes and
their initial functions and expression, then the emphasis will shift to
development, the developing embryo, and the next stages, and tissue
development, and differentiation?
problem.

And in the whole animal.

for the whole embryo.

Differentiation is an enormously important
I think we won't get away from our need

Ye will need whole animal embryologists, and
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developmental neurobiologists.
neurobiology.
work.

I think we need more people trained in

Another very major area of unknown is what makes the brain

That's a real big area--differentiation and nervous function are the

two major areas of intrigue that will need to be solved, and, of course, along
with that come medical problems as well.

Yith the embryology, we'll solve a

lot of the medical problems but granted we probably will have solved many
genetics problems by gene therapy very soon.

Most of our mission, I think, is

basic research, but we have that interest in participation directly in
something that has immediate value with respect to medical health,
understanding.
SM:

So you see the molecular people and the more classical mammalian genetics

approach as complementing each
TR:

They do.

They will.

oth~r

and integrating well.

But we need additional staff now, but necessarily

in the old classical style, but with people with an understanding of
embryology and development and differentiation.
Roy's retirement.

Ye are losing that, with

Ye have a lot of it with Pete Hoppe, who is reproductive

biologist at the fundamental egg and sperm and oocyte, spermatocyte and
reproductive organ stage.

He knows a lot about development as well, but we

also need an embryologist.
SM:

Right.

Are you and your colleagues talking this way now?

Are you

planning or thinking long-term?
TR:

Not as far ahead as we should, I think.

Barbara Sanford did say one time

that the next person she was hoping to 100k for would be a developmental
biologist.

Ye have to push on that I think.

person, hard to find.
SM:

And one--will they want to live here?
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Ye have to attract a good

TR:

That's always a potential problem.

high here.

The intellectual excitment is very

People say, "Oh, that's the end of the world!"

Next door, going on is a T-Iocus conference.
conference we've had this summer.
challenges.

But it isn't.

This is the third major

We've been inundated with intellectual

We've had this short course, which is a very exciting thing, and

then we had the molecular and biochemical workshop the last week, which was
very exciting, and a lot of brand new talks I've never heard before.
the T-Iocus, two days of very exciting material.
any of that.

And now

We're surely not deprived of

I think a lot of people worry about the winters.

But the

winters are so packed with things to do, there's hardly time even then to get
done all the things you want to do.
in many ways.
SM:

I think we're a very organized community

There's just always. something to do of interest.

But people have said to me, other people I've interviewed--some people

apparently have come here and found the silence at night is deafening and the
sky is so black--there isn't that, to them, sweet smell of auto exhaust
pollution.
TR:

A youngster who was visiting us from Washington D.C. not too long ago

asked his parents, "What's that cloudy stuff across the sky?"
"That's the Milky Way."

It was the Milky Way.

And I told him,

Now, that's really a

statement, the boy had never seen the Milky Way.
SM:

Yes.

That's cultural deprivation of the highest order.

TR:

People come here and look at the sky.

plenty of stars up there.

Yes.

It may be dark but you can see

But when we lived in Washington D.C. for two years,

we could see only Jupiter .•. and the red moon, a red, red moon, and it looked
beautiful, but you knew what that meant.
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SM:

It will be interesting to see how you succeed.

working at The Jackson Laboratory?

Yhat are the rewards of

You mentioned one--the intellectual

excitement.
TR:

Probably 99% of the people in this world are filling their time, just

filling their time for money, but to be able to do something that is rewarding
day-to-day and as well getting paid for it is a fairly privileged position in
this society and I must never overlook that.
all the time.

It's fun to do detective work

"Eurekas" come along not so often, but when they come along, it

makes your year and they do come along.
SM:

•

Apparently at the Jax you can do this in a very collaborative,

cooperative, non-competitive atmosphere.
TR:

The Directors, I think, have

~lways

been concerned that there aren't two

staff members competing precisely in the same area.
and that's to our advantage, and we can collaborate.

Ye all overlap, I think,
The beauty of the place

is, in a way, that we have no departments, and I'm sure you've heard that from
a lot of people.

Rich Prehn thought he might like departments.

shot that down right away, and I think he understood it.

I think we

I can walk down the

hall and talk to somebody and say, "Now what if we did this, tried this?
Youldn't we find an answer to that?"

And you can say, "OK, let's set it up.

I'll breed the mice and give them to you at stage such and such, and you take
a look and get back to me."

And these things are born everyday, because one

expertise is different from that of the guy next door and down the hall.
That's extremely useful.

there's no departmental barrier.

Also I've got three competent people working for me who are really interested
in the work they're doing, and this really makes a big difference.
SM:

Are these your research assistants?

TR:

My research assistants •.. Norm Hawes, who's worked with me a long time •••

Steve Langley now--both very senior people, but both really moving things in a
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very effective way.

They are really active.

They don't function as

independent scientists but they've promoted research in some new directions,
and just enormously worth while.
SM:

Now have these research assistants worked with you a long time?

TR:

Norm has worked with me about seventeen years, Steve about 10.

They are

making careers here at the Laboratory, and that's really something to say.
All three of them have families, finding their way in this particular niche.
I think, finding excitement in it too.
stop thinking about the lab.

When they go home at night they don't

They come back in the morning with ideas.

They ~

are functioning in a real way like professionals.
SM:

And apparently giving your research a degree of stability you'd never

have with a graduate student that would come and be here two, three, four
years and leave.
TR:

That's right.

And yet graduate students and post-doctoral fellows add a

certain excitement that you also need.
SM:

Yes, you can have it.

What are some frustrations about working at the

Lab?
TR:

I don't think there are many deep frustrations, really.

The real

frustration, right now, is the very hard times we're coming into, as far as
grant research support.
out of federal money.

We ought to support just the very best and all that,
That's fine, but there are very, very good programs,

now going unfunded because of lack of money.

Really what we're saying for the

future is, "Let's ~ot have as many scientists working in this particular way."
On the other hand, a little bit of challenge and uncertainty for scientist is
very important.

If you just gave everybody all the money they wanted and

said, "Run with the ball," I don't think you'd get as much productivity out of
them as you would with a little uncertainty.
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You know, you have to apply

again.

You have to go through the rigamarole, with your peers' review, and

criticize you, punch you full of holes and ... That's very useful.

But, to have

excellent work being turned down because it got a very high grade, but didn't
get the highest grade now.

This is what's going on.

You have extremely good

work being turned aside, and at The Jackson Laboratory, our research salaries
are on grants.
going to do?

If you're not funded, there's uncertainty of what are you
ViII you loose an assistant?

ViII you loose half your mouse

colony--do you have to throwaway your mouse lines that you built up so you
can do the work?

All of this planning and these investments you've made in a

real way that now are--and how long should you go without funding--these are
the real problems right now.

Some of our senior scientists, who are about to

retire, two have said to me recently--one of them said a few years ago, "This
is the last grant I'll ever have to apply for.
shouldn't be the case.

If you like to

wor~

Am I glad!"

Now that

and I know these people do, it's

too bad, I'm thinking the same way, "Gee, how many more grants will I have to
apply for, and be successful at getting?"
might have to loose an assistant.

If you don't get your grant, you

VeIl, your assistants count on you, even

though the Laboratory has a policy of trying to relocate them within the Lab,
which is great, nevertheless there's always·... their worry ... theY're going to
loose their jobs and they have children.

They're counting on you, so there's

a lot of pressure for you to succeed, personally as well as professionally.
It's a knotty problem there.
SM:

Indeed, and exacerbated by the fact that the Lab doesn't have a really

large endowment.
TR:

No.

There is a tenure for the staff members of a certain kind but the

tenure really is not strictly defined and probably that's good too.

It's just

as well it's not, so that the Director has some maneuverability in each
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situation.

But it's a tenure with perhaps salary and not much more.

There

may be an office and a typewriter but the function of the office might not be
scientific.

And then the possibility of loosing a good young staff member

just because he's not funded for a few years--that's hard, for a young staff
member to get a track record.

There are lots of young people trying to make

their way and in these times of hard funding, it's pretty tough.
SM:

Sure.

Yhat do you think--this question I can ask with your philosophy

undergraduate major--what are the values that drive the Lab?

Many people

don't know even what the question means, but you're basically skirting around

•

it as we deal with these questions of how do you deal with a person who hasn't
been funded.

Yhat do you think some of the values are that drive the Lab?

Are they just purely economic?

Are they purely scientific?

Are they human?

or psychological?
TR:

A lot of that has to do with the aura that the Director presents.

I

think under C.C. Little, it was scientific work was probably one of the
highest things you could achieve, or aspire to, and to learn new things as
fun--I can just see under his direction that aura.

Not only would you get out

of bed in the morning to do it, but you'd die for it.

But I think today we're

in a much more economically-oriented scientific work.

Now the competition is

to get the money and that's where we spend a lot of effort--and I think that
the Laboratory now is very much economically oriented.

In other words, "Is

the Laboratory in the black this year, or is it in the red this year?" is
perhaps a more important question now than "Is the science going to be good in
ten years?" drives individual people--that's a real toughie, what keeps people
moving-SM:

Yell, maybe the zeitgeist of the culture as a whole is such that it would

be a very perhaps unrealistic scientist would just live or die to his science
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without thinking of the economics.

I mean, I don't know that they can afford

that now.
TR:

I think the person who was that obsessed with the science probably would

do a good job of getting the money now.
you're obsessed with it.
scientific inquiry.
There are two things:

I think it tends to be good, if

Some of our staff members are clearly obsessed with

Some are not.

I'd like to give some thought to it.

one is "Vhat drives the Lab, as an entity?" and "Vhat

is the aura, particular--How do we think of the Lab?

Vhat it means to each of

us individually?" ...
SM:

It's a question that I've posed to just about everybody I've interviewed,

with most people not having the faintest idea of what the question meant, and
certainly having a set of values, but never really articulating it and
apparently never really discussing it in any public way, with other people.
TR:

I don't think we do very much.

I think we ought to.

SM:

VeIl it would be very interesting to see how these--both the individual

and the communal values of the institution have evolved over time.

They

certainly have and I'm getting a sense of it from all the interviews, but I'm
piecing it together from what people tell me and it's a much more subjective
thing than an objective thing I've been able to get out of people.
TR:

Some people have a very strong attachment to this place historically, in

a real way.

The staff and research support personnel are more likely to have

a kind of affection all tied up with mice and with the place, with the
history.

I think this is less likely to be so among administrators.

But I

don't think you would see as much of it in other institutions around the
world.
SM:

It will be interesting to see if your younger staff people over time

remain as stable as your staff has been.
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It's been amazing how many people

have come here and worked literally their whole lives, and it will be
interesting to see if that changes with these younger people.
TR:

I was surprised already how thoughtful these young people are.

Not too

long ago, we were looking at somebody's video tapes of some of the lectures
that were given in the course a couple of summers ago.
staff and I were there reviewing these things.

Four or five young

Ve were looking at them and

thinking, "Gee, you could probably throw that tape out," and a couple of the
young staff members said, "Oh no!

That's historically important!"

SM:

That's wonderful.

TR:

They're looking historically already at the place.

SM:

Terrific.

TR:

I guess it's terrific.

other point of view.
SM:

I would tend to think so, but you could take the

Maybe forget about the past.

Move on.

VeIl, this has been the attitude the Lab has always had:

the past and move on."

"Forget about

In the sense of their own attitude to their own

history, they threw out, for example, every scrap of paper they had on
Hamilton Station.
TR:

Is that right?

SM:

There's not so much as even the sewer diagrams left, much to the

amazement of the Emerys, who bought the place and are now trying to do some
restoration and renovation.

Every single scrap of paper's gone.

I've

interviewed J. Paul Scott and will be interviewing Fuller later this month,
and they are the only records, the only source of information now that we
have, in terms of the history of what was done at Hamilton Station.

And then

the Lab, for some reason, somehow, completely lost the box of all the tapes
that Jean Holstein did, when she did her fiftieth year study, so, in a way,
the Lab has a rather lamentable track record for valuing--
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TR:

It had and still has.

I went down to Highseas about a year ago last

summer, to visit with John Guidi who's one of our computer experts here.

He

had his office and computers down there at Highseas--because there wasn't
enough room up here.

Afterwards, we walked around Highseas and went upstairs

and I said, "Gee, I haven't been up on the third floor for probably ten years.
Let's go up there and see what it looks like."
like.

I'd forgotten what it looked

We got down to the end of a room and here were data card files of some

work that I did back in the '60's with Jack Schlager, who was a staff member
but is now at University of Kansas.
back in some disarray.

Then I looked at another box all pushed

Here was the correspondence of Clarence Cook Little

for about ten years during his Directorship prior to his retirement.
the box and put it in a safer
SM:

We took

plac~.

Well, I'm very glad to hear they've fallen into safer hands than they

would have there.
TR:

They're safe.

SM:

Well, that's one of the reasons why we're going to have a set of this

collection here, but also another set in Philadelphia, because their track
record has been so poor, in terms of-TR:

I think Charity Waymouth and Tibby Russell now are, have been working on

an archival program, if I'm not mistaken.
SM:

Oh yes.

They've definitely spoken to us and we've had meetings, so we

know that they're interested in it.
TR:

I think they may even possibly have been told by Barbara Sanford to

develop something, but I'm not sure.
SM:

Yes, they got the go-ahead.

Now, exactly what long-term institutional

support remains for this--either moral support or actual, tangible physical
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support--remains to be seen.

But they are definitely eager to try to keep

some things for their--but it's been amazing how much has been lost.
TR:

You know, another thing I could tell you.

Stan Short came as our Art and

Photo Director, he found a lot of things left over for a long time and among
them were hundreds of photographs of times past.

These were all put on a

table in his office and he said, "Ve're going to dump them," I asked, "Before
you dump them, can I pick through them?"

He said, "Go ahead."

So I have a

nice collection of photographs, which will also go into the lab archives ••• old
pictures of scientists, old pictures of the mouse rooms, of labs, of little
unusual perspectives.

These aren't the things you'd put on brochures to send

out to raise money, which might have well been saved, but these are things
that are very informal and show the Lab at its informal best, or worst.
Others know I have those.
SM:

Before-just as an aside, in terms of

procedure-~before

too many years

pass. and the people who could identify people in the photos are gone, you
should have each photo identified:

"This is Elizabeth Fekete with--" because

otherwise the photo tends to be, to have less to it.
TR:

That's a marvelous thing to point out.

SM:

So that people can identify--

TR:

I might mention to how a research assistant can be such a fundamental

part of ones' laboratory environment.

This in a way started my experimental

procedures going in a very productive way.
out of graduate school.

Norm Hawes came to the Lab right

He was from Maine and wanted a job here, and I was

moving into an area--quite a new area of interest involving chromosomal work,
and I wasn't trained as a cytogeneticist.

I needed somebody who could use a

microscope easily and I said, "Ever used a microscope?"
you know, typical Maine, "Think you could?"
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He said, "No."

"Yup." (laughter).

VeIl,

This goes

back to a time when I was working with Earl Green, too.

.

Ve had a conference

here and the Conference was on the effects of radiation on mammalian genetics
systems.

This was still a big unknown area in our terms of risk-assessment of

radiation and other mutagens.

Ve know what happens in single genes, a lot of

the time, single loci, how often they mutate.

But when it comes to the

overall genetic burden we know very little what's the long-term burden to
society and to individual health of mutagenizing our precious germ lines?

So

we had this conference here and a gentleman named Charles Edington, from
Atomic Energy Commission, a Drosophila geneticist, got up when the conference

"

was over and said, "Vhat you guys need"-- and he supported the conference,
too, with their funds--"Vhat you guys need are inversions."
we'd known for years, due to the

~ork

VeIl, of course,

of many famous geneticists--H.J. Muller,

for one--that using inversion systems you could develop methods of assessing
all sorts of radiation damage--genetic damage--with inversion systems.
all realized we needed inversions, but we didn't have them.
methods of showing banding at that time:

And we

Ve didn't have

You couldn't see inversions, with

techniques at that time, you could see just a chunk of chromatin.

The banding

techniques, or the cytological techniques, weren't advanced sufficiently, so
all the chromosomes of the mouse looked identical except for size.
centromere is on the end of all the chromosomes in the mouse.

The

There was no

way of really doing it well, so we worked with various ways of trying to
identify inversions.

Ve told Charlie Edington we'd like to try a program to

try to find inversions and use them to assess genetic burden and he said,
"Fine.

Submit an application to us and we'll look it over."

And so we did

and we had all sorts of ideas on how to do it and one of our ideas was a
little bit hair-brained, and that was to study a particular phase of anaphasis
of meiotic cells that looked ••• a bridge between those dividing nuclei.
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That

bridge would be an indicaiton of an inversion.

~ell,

I talked to two staff

members here--senior people who were very well qualified and they told me,
after we had applied for the grant, they said, "It will never work, 'cause
that phase is too short and besides, it's too hard to see."
sorts of reasons why it wouldn't work.

There were all

But we had already submitted

~he

application to go about it in another way and we were funded to do the work.
But then we used this newer approach.
dogma.

This is interesting:

~ell,

fortunately, we didn't know the

If you know the dogma, you may be biased and by

the way that's one of the great things about these students who come here
every summer.

They completely are fresh and they ask you questions you don't

always ask yourself, and they really put it to you and you have to really
rethink your philosophy, the whole basis for having established the way you've
done it.

Anyway, we didn't know the dogma and so we started out on this

approach, looking for bridges under the microscope.
day in and day out, looking for these bridges.
immediately and celebrated.

~e

And Norm Hawes sat there
found one almost

I remember a scientist here, a young man who's

since died, John Yuhas--he and I worked together using squash preparations and
we found a nice classical bridge between two nuclei and we went home and
celebrated.

This was about the third day into the project.

Then during the

next two weeks or so, we went back and saw those bridges about five per cent
of the time.

We found we were seeing bridges, anyway, in normal tissue, and

we knew we didn't have an inversion.

So, back to the drawing board, in a way.

I went out to Berkeley to teach for a semester, and Norm kept reading slides
here.

We realized we needed something higher than five per cent, something up

around forty or fifty percent.
letters every so often.

I went out to Berkeley and Norm would send me

One day he sent me a letter that said, "It's two

below here in Maine this morning."

"It's really cold" and something about a
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car not getting started, "and by the way, we have an inversion."
have a very high percentage.
we had something.

VeIl, we did

That animal didn't breed, but at least we knew

Charlie Edington at AEC had funded three other laboratories

to work toward the same objective.
making this competitive.

He told me, "I want you to know we're

Ve want to make sure we get it done.

grants to other labs as well."

Ve're giving

Later I got a call from the person who

succeeded Charles, who said he wanted to bring all of these people to Oak
Ridge for a meeting, to see where we stand, and that he could only afford to
fund one of these projects any more, so this is it.

VeIl, about 6 months

earlier we had found another animal with high bridge frequency and he bred
well.

Ve had shown that crossing over was prevented on Chromosome 1.

There

were several markers on chromosome l--we even knew vhere the presumative
inversion was.

Ve thought we had it but we weren't completely satisfied.

About three days before we would go to Oak Ridge one ?f the worst snow storms
hit Maine that I've ever seen and I called him up and said, "I can't make it."
He said, "You be there."

VeIl, there were no planes out of Maine, so I had to

hire a taxi to drive me from Bar Harbor to Boston.

From Boston, I could rent

a car--I couldn't even rent a car for some reason in the winter time here.
could rent a car from Boston.

I

I drove to New York and my father then drove me

to an airport and put me on a plane overnight, and I got to Oak Ridge the next
day late.

Anyway the next day, the four of us gave our presentations and with

the success Norm had all by himself back here in Bar Harbor, while I was gone,
we were the ones who were funded.

It was terribly exciting.

It's a great

thing to discover something, or have successes in the lab and they don't come
too often.

Anyway, that's the value of a top-notch research assistant.

SM:

Right, right, yes indeed, of which I gather, the Jax has quite a few.

TR:

I think they do.
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SM:

Vhat do you think the Jax is going to be remembered for, in terms of 20th

century American science?
TR:

Let's see.

science.

I think The Jackson Laboratory will be remembered for good

Ve have our George Snells and we have our Tibby Russells, who are

outstanding, of course, but The Jackson Laboratory has always done, I would
say, on the average really good work.

I think that our grant success is

higher than the average, well higher.

I think our papers are well received.

I think in general--I've found, going around the country--if you say you're
from The Jackson Laboratory, you get a good response from the people you talk
to, so I think the whole history, fifty-five years or so, of The Jackson
Laboratory has been with an aspect of quality to it that I think is well
thought of.

I think another thing. is the fact that the genetic material that

we have here is a very fine resource:
you can't get anywhere else.

The mice are a really unique resource

It's probably the best collection in the world

of resource material, and also, the information that we have on those mice,
both in files and on the computer now, is a very great resource and that would
soon open up through -the computer to the outside world directly.

So there are

some naive people out there, probably lots, who think the main function of the
Laboratory is to sell mice because they've always received their mice and I
think we'll be remembered for that as well.

I can't think of anything else,

but I think the science is very good and will be remembered, and
and data resources are good here.

th~

animal

Ve may have historical resources as well.

Ve have all of the back issues of Mouse News Letter, for example, rather
critical journal.

It might be nice someday to have this Laboratory a place

where somebody could do a historical study on the history of mammalian
genetics.

But maybe--our library isn't supposed to be that kind of--
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SM:

I don't know.

It's a question of space--space is at a real premium here,

and as long as there's some sort of archive, where the stuff will repose, I
don't think it has to be at the Jax, but the Jax would be a central place, in
terms of the actual history where the stuff was done.

If the archive itself

would be here, I don't think it would be any problem.

But it certainly does

have an outstanding library, in terms of mammalian genetics.
TR:

Joan Staats used to collect a lot of reprints, for a reprint file and I

think most of us all felt somewhat committed to--when we got reprints--to
donate them to that file.

That's a lot of hard work and it's very useful, but.

today, reprints are less in demand.

You can xerox things so easily.

think that's a historically valuable collection.

But I

I still go to it, maybe

three times a year to pick out a p~per that was twenty years ago that I need
and we don't have in a journal.
SM:

Can you think of other things you want to say?

TR:

I made notes.

I see you made notes.

I don't think of anything else •.• '
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